
Guardian Guide



At Capital Life we offer a full range of Will and Estate Planning products, to protect 
you and your Estate, ensuring that your assets are left to your intended beneficiaries 
when you are gone.

Our Inheritance Planning services include:

 � Free Inheritance Planning Consultation
 � Lasting Power of Attorney
 � Last Will & Testament
 � Secure Storage of your Will
 � Trusts
 � Probate & Estate Administration 
 � Life Insurance
 � Equity Release 

Our Head Office is based in Wilmslow, Cheshire; where we have brought together 
experts in their field to offer our customers and their families both an experienced yet 
very approachable service. 

Best wishes

The Capital Life Team

0800 411 8690



Your Role as a Guardian

If you’ve been named as a Guardian in someone’s 
Will, you might be wondering what a Guardian 
does and what are the roles and responsibilities of 
a Guardian. You might also have concerns about 
how you’re going to carry out your responsibilities, 
especially when you’re grieving or living a busy 
lifestyle. It is also not unreasonable to ask yourself 
if you really want to take on someone else’s child 
or children.

A Will allows the Testator (the person who made the 
Will) to specify who should look after their children 
should the unthinkable happen, and it enables them 
to make financial provisions. This is particularly 
important if the children are under 18 years of age. 
If a guardianship is not put in place, the children 
risk being placed with a court assigned Guardian.  It 
is important that the Testator obtains the consent 
of any proposed Guardian before making the 
appointment.

If you have been nominated as a Guardian, in the 
event of the parents passing, you become legally 
responsible for the children mentioned in the Will. 
This means caring for the children on a day-to-day 
basis and making decisions on their education, 
health and welfare. You will also be financially 
responsible for the children, although often, there 
may be provisions for this in the Will, or the children 
may have their inheritance held in Trust until they 
are 18.

The parent may state their preferences and wishes 
for the children, but it is advisable to have a 
conversation and agree an understanding of what 
these are, and it is a good idea to have these written 
down too.



Considerations for a Guardian

Before agreeing to become a Guardian, you need to consider many important things:

 � How well do you know the children and are you confident that you can fulfil their needs?
 � Do you have a spare room(s) in your current home, or will you have to move house?
 � Are you fit and able to have a new child/children join you?
 � Do you have other children and how may they be affected?
 � Are there any financial concerns with taking on someone else’s children?
 � Will the children be required to leave their current school/college? 
 � Does the new child have any special needs and, if so, are you equipped to affectively support them?

Often more than one Guardian is named to look after children, and this may be your spouse/partner or 
another close relative or friend.  It is important that you work together to look after the best interests of the 
children, both emotionally and financially.

As a Guardian it is important to consider your own financial position and make sure that not only is there 
provision for the children should you have to take on the responsibility, but also write a Will yourself to 
arrange for the care of the children should something happen to you.  At Capital Life our experienced Will 
writers can help you with this, to ensure everything is in place.  We can also help you with other Estate 
planning requirements, that come with the added responsibility of being a named Guardian.



Making a Will

Making a Will is an essential part of Inheritance Planning. It allows you to specify who should inherit 
your home, money, and other possessions. Once in place it prevents your loved ones from experiencing 
unnecessary stress, delays, and costs in accessing their rightful inheritance.  If you have taken on the 
responsibility of a Guardian it is essential that you consider both yours and any dependants future and plan 
accordingly.

What do you need to consider?

When you are making a Will, you may just think you need to say who you want to leave your home, 
possessions, and investments to.  If you have a number of beneficiaries, you will need to consider how your 
estate is split and who will get those very personal items that have special meaning. But there are other factors 
you need to consider, such as:

 � Appointing Guardians for your children if you pass away before they are eighteen
 � Choosing the age at which your children or grandchildren inherit
 � Who will make a good Executor?
 � Do you want to leave specific gifts and/or legacies to people or charities?
 � You can document your funeral wishes and pre-pay for your funeral
 � Let people know your organ donation preferences

These are just some of the considerations you need to think about, and our experts can help guide you 
through making sure nothing is left to chance and everything is left just as you wish.

What happens if you don’t have a Will?

Without a Will, there are a set of rules outlining who 
will inherit your possessions. This can make the 
process of dealing with your estate more difficult 
and stressful for your family. The rules are intended 
to be fair, but they may not suit you as they are 
based on outdated laws from nearly a century ago, 
and society that was very different back then.  For 
instance, the rules of Intestacy make no provision 
for a partner if you are not married or in a civil 
partnership, even if you have lived together for 
many years.

Because of this, everyone should have a valid Will; 
this is particularly true if you own property, are 
single, married, have entered a civil partnership, or 
have a long-term partner. It also applies if you have 
children or other dependents, or if you wish to leave 
something to someone who is not a close family 
member. 



Getting the right advice from the right people at the right time is critical.  At Capital Life we work alongside 
a national network of professional legal advisors, enabling us to provide an excellent service at a time 
and in the environment that suits you and your family.  We can offer our services at your home, via the 
telephone or video link.

Alongside helping you write your Will, Capital Life offer the following services:

 � Free Inheritance Planning Consultation
 � Lasting Power of Attorney
 � Secure Storage of your Will
 � Trusts
 � Probate & Estate Administration 
 � Life Insurance
 � Equity release

Getting the right advice

Speak to an advisor

That’s simple, just call us on 
0800 411 8690 and it will be 

our pleasure to help you. 
Our advisors have years of 

experience and will make the 
process of talking through your 

personal circumstances and 
deciding on the right documents 
and products for you simple and 
easy, giving you confidence that 
everything is just as you wish. 

Arrange a video call

As well as being at the end of 
a phone, if you prefer we can 

virtually meet you and talk 
through the different options 

available to you. Just call us on 
0800 411 8690 and request a 

video appointment.

Personal visit

We can arrange for one of our 
experienced and trusted advisors 

to visit you in the comfort of 
your own home.  Just call us on 
0800 411 8690 and request an 

appointment. 



“Inheritance Planning can be complicated and one of the 
main reasons why people don’t act on their intention to plan 

is that products and services across multiple providers can be 
overwhelming. At Capital Life, we have you covered to get 
all of your insurance and Inheritance Planning needs in one, 

expert place. ”



0800 411 8690
www.capitallife.com

Capital Life Legal Services Ltd. Registered in England and Wales with company number 13257860.
Registered Office Brooke Court, Lower Meadow Road, Handforth, Wilmslow, England SK9 3ND

Errors and omissions excepted.

We strive to ensure all information contained in our brochure is accurate and up-to-date. However, the contents of the brochure are
 naturally subject to change from time-to-time and that means we can’t always guarantee the accuracy of all the information in the 

brochure. You are responsible for checking the accuracy of the relevant facts and opinions given in the brochure before relying on them 
or entering into any commitment based on them.


